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Hairs add beauty to ones personality and make people look perfect and feel confident. In this trendy
and fashionable era,  Clip in Extension trend has brought up new and classy looking hair styles to
give your hair a trendy look and style and also help you to avoid using chemicals,  harmful sprays in
order to intact your original hairs. Clip in extension will not only give you large variety of colors and
selection but also provide you quick facilities which help in removing extensions easily.

One of the best ways of Clip in extension is Hair Weave. Hair Weave is done with the help of
artificial hair to alter natural hair in order to increase the beauty, length, thickness of the hairs. The
Clip in extensions is not seen to anyone if placed correctly and easily blend with natural hairs and to
make your hairs look more natural. The color of the clips should be choose very carefully.  These
extensions are available in different forms like in full headsets, streaks or one piece quick fixes and
double wefted sets etc.

But Many of the people are confused that how to use these clips? Itâ€™s quite simple and very easy to
use. All you have to do is just select the group of hairs and put them in desired place and repeat the
procedure in order to place all the extensions and itâ€™s so easy that anyone can apply it in their homes
so that you can easily get beautiful and classy hairstyle and the main advantage of these clips is
you donâ€™t require any guidance and if you want to apply extensions to full hair then you need bit
guidance of hair stylist.

If anyone wants to change his look within short gaps, and want to change your hairstyles according
to the occasions, then itâ€˜s better to use clips in extensions rather than permanent extensions and it
will also help you in knowing which hairstyles suits you more and more over clips in extensions are
less expensive and more durable as you donâ€™t wear these clips for long time.  For more style you
can use this clips of different colors like purple, pink or blue to highlight your hairs and to make them
more stylish. In this way you can change your hairstyle, sometimes by making short hair style and
flowing hairstyles some other time.
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